
Pumpkin Harvest NoCo Market Event Permit Application Follow Up

(7.7.1) An adequate and safe supply of potable water meeting requirements set forth by the
Colorado Department of Health or County Department of §7.7.10 shall be provided.

Bottled water will be provided for free at the event to all attendees by the market organizer (The NoCo
Box). We will ensure we have enough water for at least 200 attendees.

(7.7.2)  Toilet Facilities

The farmhouse store includes a restroom. Additionally, the property manager is setting up 4 portable toilet
facilities.

(7.7.3) Waste Disposal

There will be (7) 30 gallon trash cans set up on site for market attendees to use. These will be collected
immediately after the event and disposed of at the local dump the following day. Any waste produced by
vendors at the event will be collected by the vendors themselves. Their participation includes an
agreement to pick up after themselves.

(7.7.6) Parking

We will have parking extend as far out as needed into the farm property as seen below near the pumpkin
patch. The highlighted strip there can fit at least 20 vehicles parked side by side. This parking section can
and will be extended further into the property to accommodate more parking. Near the shop, there is
space for additional parking to fit approximately 10 vehicles. Parking will be marked off with traffic cones
and signage that states “event parking.” We will measure out space for a total of 50 parking spaces to be
made available and have the ability to extend the parking out further if required.



(7.7.13) Vendor and event electrical systems

There will not be any special event electrical systems in place as there are no vendors nor attractions set
up that will require electricity. The event will occur during the day time and will end at 5 PM allowing for
still an hour and a half of daylight for clean up to occur before sunset which occurs around 6:30 PM.The
few food trucks on site will have their own generators and be self-sufficient. If there is any need for
electricity, the only way to access it would be through the house on the property.

(7.7.4 & 7.7.14) Any public health standards/requirements

We do not expect over 500 persons to attend the event. We expect closer to 200-300 attendees overall
throughout the day. The way that attendance is estimated is based on previous market attendance. With
the event not being ticketed, it is tough to accurately predict total attendee count without referencing
limited historical data of the previous two markets organized. At all market events,commonly touched
surfaces, primarily tables that are set up for seating and eating, will be regularly santitized. The space will
be thoroughly cleaned up once the market is complete. All vendors agree to maintain the cleanliness of
their space and to not litter. Ensuring no trash is left behind as well as a clean setup and breakdown of the
market event will control pests.


